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psychoses, autism and akoholism 
(though according to one study the last 
cure only occurs "in 50% of cases" 
since only one out of the two alco
holiics trea.ted actually improved, 
p.124); we can perce,ive colour w~th 

our finger tips when we are not using 
them for curing cancer by electrical 
emanations; and we can of course 
learn effortlessly either by eating "res
pected scholars" or by having lingua
phone records played to us whilst we 
are asleep. 

The language in which the book is 
wnitten suggests that the authoress 
may he·rse,Jf have been 1in ASC (altered 
state of consciousness) throughout its 
preparation. Scientists are aHematively 
"stunned" and "baffled"; discoveries 
are "astounding", "amazing", "in
credible" or "one of the biggest break
throughs of our times". Her style 
speaks for itself: "Into the whklpool 
of eddying, oscillating, hormones of a 
human female toss a contraceptive 
pill. The vigilant brain, taking aston
ished note of the suddenly escalated 
progesterone and oestrogen, behaves 
as 1f pregnancy has occurred" (p. 219). 

Even when she deals with we11 estab
lished phenomena, such as size con
stancy, the limits of the visible spe·c
trum, or the afte·r-effe'Cts of seen move
ment, Ma11Hyn Ferguson can do no 
more than invite us to gawp at them: 
no attempt is made to provide the 
reader with an understanding or an 
explanation, and mysteries arc con
jured up where none exist. In spite of 
reservations about the way she presents 
her material, one cannot but admire 
her industry: there is a 23 page bib!.io
graphy in which the citations range 
from Science, through Esquire to the 
Psychedelic Review. 

Although this book cannot be taken 
seriously, it may be worth asking 
whether i•t matters that so much effort 
is devoted to making specious dis
coveries and puhJic,ising nonsensical 
theories: arter all, the brain may work 
in ways that arc at variance with exist
ing scientific paradigms, and unless 
someone pr<xlm:es and tests unlikely 
hypotheses, we would neve.r know. It 
may even he •that some of the unusual 
findings reported in this book will 
eventual·ly he validated. Moreover, in 
the long run science will catch up and 
false hypotheses and observations wili 
he discarded. ln the meantime, it is 
only the gullible, those in search of a 
mystery or a sensation, who wili give 
credence to this kind of work: the rest 
of us eHher suspend judgement or hear 
~n the grapevine about ali the nega
tive results that do not get into the 
journals. 

Sensa.tion mongering research often 
does, however, have bad eft"eeots. First, 
much of it, particulmly in Russia and 
the United States is funded from public 
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money wh'ich might be better spent 
elsewhere. Second, scientists may feel 
a duty to investigate claims made by 
others, and if the original research is 
bad this may waste a great deal of time 
and effort: proving that an effect does 
not extist is notoriously difficult. It is 
said that a Nobel prize winner spent 
three years attempting to replicate 
some of the expeniments on can
nibalism in planaria without success. 
Thi·rd, current trends •to mysticism are 
given a scient·ific prop. Not all mys
ticism is bad but mysticism based on 
bad science is likely to be bad mys
ticism. Fourth, and most important, 
when the 'discoveries' are in the brain 
sciences, they often fall into the hands 
of medical practitioners, the most gul
.Jible of professional people; and when 
appl!ied to human pal'ients such dis
cove•ries can cause a great deal of suf
fering. Leeches and calomel have now 

Ernst Mach (sporting a splendid 
moustache) lying on his back and 
sketching the outside world as it 
presents itself to his left eye. From 
Logic, Lahels, and Flesh. By Stefan 
Themerrson. Pp. 202. (Gaberbocchus: 
London, July 1974.) £3.60 boards; 
£2.40 paper. 

been abandoned, prefmntal leuco
lomics and insulin-induced coma are 
on the decline, but psychoanalytic 
therapy stti,JJ thnives in the face of the 
evidence, and there is an increasing 
fashion for amygdaloid lesions and for 
maintaining children with that mys
terious syndrome "minimal brain 
damage" on large doses of amphet
ami·ne. 

Perhaps the research councils 
should establish teams of sceptical but 
tolerant scientists prepared to move to 
trouble spots and investigate, in col
laboration with the original discove•rers, 
any seemingly outrageous claims that 
might be of importance either for 
science or human life. No doubt, on 
most occasions, they would merely put 
out the flames ex,peditiously, but occa
sionally a really important discovery 
might he rescued from scepticism, and 
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at least we might have firm answers to 
such questions ·as whether acupuncture 
works by some process other than 
blind faith, or whether learning can be 
transferred from one animal to another 
by injecting a homogenised brain ex
tract. It does seem extraordinary that 
no definit.ive answer to this last ques
tion can be given 15 years after it was 
first raised. N. S. Sutherland 

N euroteleology 
Logic of the Living Brain. By Gerd 
Sommerhoff. Pp. 'ix+413. (Wiley: 
London and New York, 1974.) £5.75. 

IN 1950 Sommerhoff published a book 
entitled Analytical Biology: it deserves 
to be more widely read than it has 
been since it is one of the best philo
sophical analyses of teleological terms. 
He argued that a system may be said 
to be goal directed when its outputs 
correlate with variations in the states 
of the environment in such a way 
that for a wide range of environmental 
states the same end condition is 
achieved. He named this concept 'direc
tive correlation' •and tried to forma
lise the idea. His new book attempts a 
grandiose synthesis of brain and be
haviour, and had it too been published 
24 years ago, it would doubtless have 
met with the measure of critical 
acclaim that in that distant age greeted 
other pot-pourris of the kind, such as 
Hebbs' Organisation of Behaviour. Like 
such books, it would also have been 
forgotten by now. 

In the first section of his new book, 
Sommerhoff argues that biologists and 
psychologists have been unable to 
grapple with the real complexity of the 
brain because they have not had a set 
of objective scientific concepts appro
priate for the description of a system 
that is goal directed and that forms 
and uses models of the outside world. 
He alleges that brain scientists, by 
avoiding all teleological language, 
either oversimplify the problem of how 
the brain controls behaviour or else 
they use teleoiogical language in a con
fused and non-objective way and there
fore produce muddled theories. 
Unfortunately, no instances are given 
of the muddles that arise and one can 
only speculate about who all these 
confused theorists are. 

Sommerhoff's solution to this prob
lem is two-fold: first, to make use of 
his earlier idea of directive correlation; 
and second, to construct nerve nets 
with classificatory functions that can 
change through learning. In the second 
half of the book, he looks at various 
behavioural phenomena and tries to 
show how they can be explained in 
terms of these two ideas. 

The book has several serious faults. 
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